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Fleet Manager is a cloud-based 
solution that utilizes state-of-the-art 
technologies like biometrics, 
machine learning, and AI (Artificial 
Intelligence) to make vehicle 
management operations smooth, 
efficient, and cost-effective.

Analytics Dashboard

Get valuable insight into vehicle 
movement and usage patterns 
with an advanced analytics 
dashboard that supports timely 
and informed decision-making.

Location Tracking

Know your vehicle’s location in 
real time. Fleet Manager comes 
with a sophisticated GPS 
tracking feature that can track 
and inform you of your vehicle’s 
location.

Assign, manage, and track fleet 
management tasks like product 
delivery and employee transportation 
with Fleet Manager. The system also 
provides task alerts so that you don’t 
miss any scheduled tasks.

Driver’s ID Management

With Fleet Manager you can 
keep a record of your driver’s 
biometric and demographic 
information, their driving log and 
license information.

Remote Inspection

Perform remote inspections from 
anywhere and anytime you want. 
With its mobile application, drivers 
can log the vehicle’s status, traffic 
updates, route changes, accidents, 
and natural disaster alerts effectively 
and efficiently.

Fuel Log Management

Manage fuel logs and save valuable 
money. Records can be logged and 
accessed right from a mobile device.

Effortless Fleet Management
Tired of the pile of paperwork? Using Fleet Manager, users can 
manage drive profiles, schedule fleets, manage fuel costs, and 
more in no time.

Avoid Information Overload
No more information burnout. Access information 
from your fingertips using an interactive search bar 
and manage your fleet efficiently.

Effective Decision Making
Fleet Manager provides valuable insights and reports on 
fleet operations, driver activity, and maintenance logs to 
improve decision-making.
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Can you believe that you get all of this for 
only $10/user/month?*

Why not give us a try with a 14-day free trial!

*annual payment required

Check out some additional apps in our marketplace:

What else can CloudApper do for you?

With CloudApper, you can instantly customize any app in our marketplace or make new apps in no time!

A Modern Visitor 
Management 

Solution

Facility 
Management 
Application

Accelerate your 
customer relationship 

management
Simplify Incident

& Accident 
Management

Field Sales 
Monitoring App
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CloudApper Value Points

Instantly customize any app 
with our intuitive design editor

Make new apps in days, 
not months

Seamlessly share 
data between apps

CloudApper is only $10/user/month 
(paid annually) for unlimited apps!

Save money by consolidating 
apps under a single platform

http://www.cloudapper.com/

